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Stop Wasting Time With All The Half Baked Advice On Monetizing Blogs And Go With These Detailed

Steps! Many 'Profit With Blogging Guides' Are Simply Too Vague...But The Step By Step System You Are

About To Learn Will Propel You From Novice to Expert Marketer In Double Quick Time! From the

Desktop of: Dear Friend, It's true when they say you can make solid, juicy profits from blogging. In fact,

there are bloggers out there, such as Darren Rowse who have built up lucrative business empires from

blogging alone! However, you're probably cynical, jaded and skeptical about people who have made a

fortune online through just writing down their personal experiences my a sort of onlne dairy. And honestly,
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I'll have to agree with you because over the past year, I have met heaps of marketers who claim to know

how to channel loads of blog profits to their sites when in fact, they know squat. You see, a profitable blog

is more than just having adsense slapped all over the site or keywords protruding out of every sentence.

There are loads of other factors to keep in mind as well...things you need to ask yourself such as the

profitability of your niche, keywords to use, what sort of product do you want to sell online and heaps of

other questions that need answers fast. You see, people like Darren Rowse just didn't grab a wordpress

blog and start hammering in random thoughts on their blogs and presto! A $8,000 paycheck in the bank

everyday. They followed detailed, step by step methods to create powerful, profit churning blogs that

make them a tidy profit, even a living from just blogging alone! And that's what my comprehensive guide

will do for you. You see, I had a friend who was a non-commerical blogger. In other words, he blogged for

fun. One day he decided to try and earn some cash to supplement his daily income and so he got himself

a guidebook on blogging from a 'guru' I will not care to name. After spending $67 on this guide and

implementing the techniques inside....nothing happened. He persevered and got more confused instead. I

took a look at that guide and realised that it was missing several key points. It was like having a treasure

map torn into half and the other side burned in the fire. How in the world was he supposed to discover his

treasure that way? Right there and then, I decided that every novice marketer deserves the right to have

access to the simplest, most detailed methods of making good profits through their blogs. So I spent

countless hours and hundreds of dollars purchasing my competitor's products, then testing & tweaking

them, absorbing what worked and throwing away the rubbish. Two months later, one of my niche blogs

brought in a tidy sum of over $3,000. Not bad for someone who only started blogging 5 months back! And

six months later, i feel it is time to pay the favor forward...and let you in on my proven and tested

techniques. Profitable Blogging Secrets The No Holds Barred, Solid And Simple Way For Anyone To

Build A Profitable Blog Faster Than Most Beginners! Of course, there are tons of blogging guides but

none has been so thoroughly researched as this one! In this power-packed, detailed guide to blogging

you will discover things like: Selecting a profitable niche that hordes of people will stampede over each

other to make purchases from you! The top affiliate sites you can easily dig up niche topics which become

your golden goose! Three things to keep in mind in order to discover top converting keywords! The easy,

step by step method in narrowing down your keywords to those that pull in massive profits! How to

choose domain names that gives your blog a look of professionalism instead of confusion! Powerful plug



ins that every effective, money making blog should have installed Why Google Adsense is still the

easiest, fastest way to generate income through your blogs How to choose the right ad size so your

profits will skyrocket tenfold! How to effectively blog for others for extra wads of cash A software that can

help retain your customers for long term recurring income! And much, much more! Why are I letting you in

on all these powerful strategies which have brought in tons of internet income for me, you may ask? Well,

there are novice marketers out there who are struggling because they were retrenched or haven't had

sales in the face of fierce Internet competition. And they won't have much money to pay for anything,

because their bills and their food is more important. And I understand...because I struggled once. In the

last six months I have also consolidated my online business and even if I were to give all my profit making

secrets away, I would still be able to easily build up my online business again because the money making

experience is all in my head. And that is the reason why I can afford to charge you only $27 for this

comprehensive guide to blogging...because I know that you will take the strategies and techniques taught

in it and reap loads of profit in return. Here's an even sweeter proposition...should you feel that this

product wasn't up to your expectation, there's the... The Internet is a huge gold mine of possibilities,

however, legit and powerful ways of creating wealth exist side by side useless and money sucking scams.

Why waste time chasing after gurus won only feed you scraps of their knowledge or worse, scammed by

'experts' who claim to be blog specialists? This tried and tested guide breaks down the most effective

techniques used by seasoned marketers the world over which brings them returns of five figure profits

month after month! However, this is not a get rich quick scheme. I cannot promise that you will earn a

million dollars in 48 hours. What I can bet is that if you implement the techniques taught in this guide, you

WILL have stream after stream of consistent income flowing out of your blogs. There's only one thing left

to do: Simply move your mouse below, and: Yours Sincerely, P.S Many fellow marketers have expressed

unhappiness that I simplified their techniques for churning money from blogs and placed it into your

hands for such a low price. I am also considering either raising the price of this guide or taking it off-line

forever. You'd better move fast because a number of people have already gotten their copy! Click here to

order it now! P.P.S This year thousands of new marketers are trying to make their fortune in the Internet

goldmine. With the strategies and techniques from Profitable Blogging Secrets, you will have an unfair

advantage over them instead of struggling with them together. Order NOW and beat them flat!
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